
Adapting to Changes
W R I T T E N  B Y  J E A N M A R I E  P A P E L I A N ,  E X E C U T I V E  D I R E C T O R

Welcome to ATP’s first online-only edition of Trees For Life. In the previous

edition of this newsletter, I wrote that we were looking forward to

meeting our supporters and celebrating ATP’s 25th anniversary this spring

and summer at communities, churches, and schools all over North

America. So much has changed since then.

 

Like you, we're trying our best to navigate through these difficult days

with caution, safety, and compassion. We’re also actively working to avoid

future crises, particularly climate change. We know that ATP can use its
expertise to mitigate the effects of climate change, by improving the
environment and assisting those in Armenia with the fewest
resources. By providing employment opportunities during these difficult

times, we’re not only helping the environment, we’re also helping

individuals to support their families.

 

ATP’s important work in Armenia has continued with few interruptions. In

fact, we’re on track to plant more trees in 2020 than we’ve planted in
any prior year. Our staff of 70 employees in Armenia is managing our four

nurseries and planting trees all over the country, with the help of more

than 150 temporary workers. 

 

By now you’ve probably noticed that our Environmental Education team

has pivoted to provide a wide variety of resources for teachers and

students online, in both English and Armenian. In a typical year, we

interact with thousands of students in Armenia and the Diaspora. Last

year, the Ohanian Environmental Education Centers in Karin and

Margahovit hosted nearly 5,000 students, and we visited about 100

schools in North America. We miss seeing our young environmentalist

friends in person, but we hope they’re enjoying our lessons and activities.  

 

As always, thank you for your support. We wish you the best of health.
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There’s one topic on everyone’s mind these days:

COVID-19. This virus, also known as Coronavirus, has

taken the lives of over 320,000 people globally with

roughly 20,000 new cases in the United States each

day and nearly 200 each day in Armenia. The

Coronavirus epidemic has brought to light many

flaws that were once overlooked. One of the more

unexpected, but vital of these shortcomings, is how

this disease is a product of our detrimental

relationship with the environment. 

 

COVID-19, Ebola, SARS, H1N1, HIV, and even the

Bubonic Plague are all originally animal diseases that

‘made the jump’ from non-human hosts to people.

Diseases like this are called ‘zoonoses’ and have

plagued humankind for centuries. The CDC estimates

that 75% of all new diseases humans contract come

from animals. The number of new infectious diseases

in humans has been on the rise since the 1950s, as

has our rate of environmental destruction, carbon

emissions, and mass deforestation. The parallel

between the two is hardly a coincidence. 

 

Humans have been rapidly destroying animal habitats

through deforestation, logging, road building, mining,

urbanization, and more, placing us in closer contact

with wildlife than ever before. This increased contact

has reduced the natural barrier between virus host

animals and people, opening up an abundance of

opportunities for disease contraction. Additionally,

when animals lose their homes they are forced to

move to crowded habitats where disease is more

likely to develop and spread, and may even migrate

into human-occupied spaces. We are altering the

environment in a faster and more volatile way than

ever before, and in doing so putting our health at

high risk.

COVID & its effect
on Climate Change
W R I T T E N  B Y  A L E X  K E W

If we do not want a future
burdened with pandemics, we
need to fight for our planet
Habitat destruction isn't the only way climate

change and infectious diseases like COVID-19 are

linked. Climate change is often called a ‘threat

multiplier’ - it takes an already existing problem

and amplifies it. The burning of trees and fossil

fuels emits carbon and pollutants to the

atmosphere, and a lifetime of breathing in toxic

chemicals can damage lungs and increase the risk

of respiratory tract infections like Coronavirus.

Climate change is also on track to increase the

global temperature, allowing for stronger outbreaks

of viruses that thrive in hot humid conditions. A

warming of the planet will also lead to shifts in the

geological location of viruses, bringing tropical

diseases like Yellow Fever and Malaria into

unprepared northern regions. Additionally, a planet

wracked with adverse climate affects such as

natural disasters, droughts, floods, and food

shortages will be much less stable than the world

we know today. resulting in humanitarian crises

and political conflict that will decrease the ability

for governments to maintain strong public health

infrastructure to fight future outbreaks. If we do not

want a future burdened with pandemics, we need

to fight for our planet.

 

The fight continues on at Armenia Tree Project. We

have planted over 6 million trees in Armenia, and

are on track to plant more than 300,000 this year,

despite the pandemic. We continue to provide

environmental education to the younger

generations, in hopes that they will be the drivers of

change. When we plant trees, we restore habitats

for animals to live, thereby increasing the natural

barrier between humans and animal borne

diseases, and bring carbon out of the atmosphere

to help slow the warming of our planet. Our

solution is holistic and sustainable, and now more

than ever, integral to the health of our people and

our world. This is why we need your support to help

us keep up the fight.

 

ATP volunteer Alex Kew is a 2019 graduate of

Wellesley College and holds a Bachelor of Arts

degree with a major in economics and minor in

environmental studies



“Armenia Tree Project

 

Shrubs and Trees Welcome”

 

This was the messaging upon entering Ferns, a

greenhouse-themed bar in New York on November

21st, 2019. Four Armenian professionals living in

New York - Lara Bogossian, Areni Shahinian, Ani

Christianian, and Caroline Mann - organized the

lively event to raise funds for ATP and pique

interest regarding environmental causes amongst

Armenian professionals in the city.

 

The four women had originally attended an ATP

fundraiser at the Affirmation Arts Gallery in New

York in September 2019 which served as a catalyst

for the event. Additionally, Lara had been a

volunteer at ATP while living in Armenia in 2014

and thought this would be an ideal segue to

continuing that relationship. 

Young Professionals
Raise ATP Funds in
NYC Bar
W R I T T E N  B Y  V I V I A N  K A S P A R I A N  &
L A R A  B O G O S S I A N

True to its namesake, Ferns was sprawling with

verdant plants and greenery in every corner. A

dedicated private area offered an intimate

ambiance complemented with light bites and

craft cocktails smartly named “greens and

trees.” 

 

ATP’s Executive Director, Jeanmarie Papelian,

provided a brief overview regarding ATP’s

mission and how attendees could

participate. Jeanmarie relayed, 

 

“I’m inspired by the energy of these young

volunteers. Their enthusiasm is infectious, and

their creative ideas are fun.”

 

The sold-out event had over 60 attendees, and

$2,000+ was raised for ATP!

 

Lara Bogossian stated, “We’re proud of the

turnout and elated with the engagement.

Sustainability has become a particularly

pressing issue and seeing the new and familiar

faces wanting to take part in ATP’s cause was

rewarding.” 

Since the unprecedented outbreak of COVID-19,

each one of us is beginning to realize even more

just how dependent and interconnected we are

with nature and our surrounding environment.

People are concerned about their wellbeing and

crave to spend more time outdoors - be it a park,

the countryside or a nearby grove. 

Zooming In On
Environmental Education

W R I T T E N  B Y  S A T E N I K  B E G L A R Y A N



Parents of ATP students have stated that they

wouldn’t know how they and their children could

cope with the prolonged isolation if it wasn’t for

spring and sun-filled days.

 

“Every time I start panicking I look out my window

and see that nature is in full bloom - the birds are

singing and the sun is up. It gives me a feeling of

relief and hope that everything will be alright

again,” says one parent Anahit Markosyan. “We

need to take action right now and start to educate

ourselves and our children about climate change

and the environment.”

 

During this pandemic, ATP’s environmental

education program has shifted to remote learning.

From April to May, the ATP team trained over 500

students and teachers of partner schools from a

distance. We plan to train around 1,000 students

online by August. 

 

Despite the challenge of not being able to be

outdoors, we include hands on experiments and

fun environmental activities in our online classes to

help engage the students.

 

In fact, the team has been releasing free at-home

lessons via social media and email to its large

network of students, parents, educators, partners

and supporters every week since the lockdown

began. The lessons are designed in a way so that

parents and children can learn about the

environment together in theory and through

practice, by conducting experiments included in

the lesson package. The same materials are also

used by ATP’s trainers during Zoom classes. 

 

The lessons focus on various topics such as soil,

water, biodiversity, bees, forests, deserts, waste

management, the environment, ecological

footprints and even the secret language of trees.

 

Furthermore, one of the top priorities of the

program is the development of gardening projects,

which are especially crucial now, since it has

become apparent that COVID-19 can lead to

potential food shortages in many communities.

 

A teacher training is planned to be held in Fall

2020 at the Ohanian Center in Margahovit. “By

teaching children and teenagers at ATP’s

Environmental education centers, we hope that

the next generations will also be influenced to

engage in sustainable environmental behavior,”

notes ATP Ohanian Center coordinator and Trainer

Gayane Margaryan.

According to official government reports,

unemployment rates in Armenia will go up from

17.7 percent to 19 percent as a direct result of the

coronavirus pandemic. In an effort to alleviate the

economic consequences, the Government of

Armenia developed economic recovery programs.

One such program was the environmentally

friendly 15th anti-crisis measure, launched by the

Ministry of Environment in May. 

 

The Ministry’s incentive aimed to establish coastal

forest layers of indigenous willow tree species in

highland river valleys, creating temporary jobs for

rural dwellers in the process. Two million willow

tree cuttings were planted by the end of the

season and around 1,000 citizens were involved.

The program covered seven provinces - with

Armenia Tree Project leading the work in

Gegharkunik province. 

 

“We were very happy to partner with the Ministry

on this project. ATP covered plantings along the

banks of the rivers of Karchaghbyur, Argichi and

Martuni and worked with community members

who were recruited from those communities. Our

team was out there every day, providing expertise

and guidance,” says ATP Operations Manager

Arthur Harutyunyan. 

 

ATP's Partnership with the
Ministry of Environment

W R I T T E N  B Y  A N I  M E L K O N Y A N



ATP saw to the planting of 299,107 willow tree

cuttings, involving 147 locals in the process. The

workers were instructed to follow social

distancing rules.

 

Many turned out to be labor migrant workers,

who had been forced to remain in the country

because of corona, cutting them off from their

livelihoods. 

 

“We were drowning pretty much. This program

gave us hope and something to hold on to until

things get back to normal,” said one worker from

Karchaghbyur, Gagik Gasparyan. Like many

others in his community, where there are no job

opportunities, Gagik was getting ready for his

next trip to Russia where he could earn money

and help sustain his family. “Some days I’m able

to make about $20 by planting around 200 tree

cuttings. It’s 50 AMD / 10 cents per tree, which

isn’t a whole lot but it’s going to see me and my

family through for a  while, so I’m very thankful.”

"We were drowning pretty much. This
program gave us hope and something
to hold on to until things get back to
normal," Gagik Gasparyan,
Karchaghbyur worker

A common question people have when they hear

about the program is about the tree species and

why willows were selected. According to ATP

Propagator Gevorg Zaroyan, willow trees are

found growing naturally along these highland

streams and rivers. They help stabilize the

riverbanks, control flooding, improve water

cleanliness, provide shelter for wildlife and

create a buffer zone between streams and land

use among other things.

 

“We’re actually recovering the landscape,

because there used to be willow groves here,”

says ATP Propagator Gevorg Zaroyan. “We’re

simply taking cuttings from the existing trees,

prepping them and planting them. Our job is to

oversee the work to make sure that everything is

being done right. We’re guiding and monitoring

to ensure that survival rates are high and that

the environment here is healthier for it in the

future."

 

The next phase of the program entails fencing

activities to help protect the small growing trees.

Locals will be hired once again to help. As for

what he will do after the program, Gagik isn’t

certain yet. If restrictions are lifted, he will try to

go back to Russia and continue working there.

This seems to be the mindset among all the

recruits.



ATP is breathing new life into its nurseries with

the expansion of more modern irrigation

systems, netting, plant containers and more to

help improve the quality and survival rate of

the seedlings produced. The nurseries and

greenhouses, situated in the Ararat,

Aragatsotn, Lori and Vayots Dzor provinces of

Armenia, produce trees for ATP’s community

planting and forestry programs. 

 

The nurseries have produced over 6,000,000

different species of indigenous trees and

shrubs over 25 years. More than 1,300

community sites all across Armenia have

become rich with greener and healthier

environments thanks to the evergreens,

decorative trees and fruit trees that came from

these nurseries. The Mirak Family Reforestation

Nursery in Lori has made it possible for ATP to

establish 1,000 hectares of new forests with its

supply.

 

A properly planned and installed irrigation

system is the first and  foremost precondition

to growing healthy trees. 

 

“This year we expanded the drip irrigation

system at our nurseries, both in the open field

and where we have plants growing in

containers. Now a large portion of our plants

can receive an ideal amount of water and

nutrients through an individual drip emitter or

through weeper hoses. Because the systems

are automatized, we’re able to save water in

this way,” explains ATP nursery engineer

Hovhannes Sahakyan. “Weed-growth will also

decrease as a result, so these steps we’ve taken

will free up time for the nursery staff to tend to

other important tasks.”

Netting has also been expanded in several

sections of the nurseries to protect the plants

from heat, hail and other elements. For

instance in Karin Nursery, about 70 percent of

the total area is equipped with drip irrigation

and netting at present.

 

The netting not only protects plants but the

staff who are able to work more comfortably

and efficiently under it too. All the equipment

is acquired from local stores, which carry both

Armenian and international brands.

 

“There’s still plenty of room for improvement in

the nurseries. It’s a work in progress. But we’re

adding more every year and the differences are

huge and they’re visible,” says Sahakyan. “We

would eventually like to install solar panels at

the nurseries and generate clean energy."

 

A new building in Karin Nursery, sponsored by

Gregory Bilezikian, will open soon, which

features a cold room for storing winter grafted

trees. The building will be powered by solar

panels.

 

The goal is to keep expanding the use of these

methods and technologies to optimize nursery

work and seedling quality. ATP has ambitious

plans for expansion, especially with greenhouse

production of seedlings planted in containers.

It’s an important plan, with Armenia’s goal to

double its forest cover by 2050 ahead, ATP is

working to ensure it creates ideal conditions

for a variety of tree species, and that whatever

it provides for the betterment of the land will

serve its purpose in creating a healthy

ecosystem.

ATP Gears Up to Improve
Tree Survival Rates

Knowledge Corner



The Ugly Face of Deforestation
W R I T T E N  B Y  A T P  V O L U N T E E R ,
N I C H O L A S  S W E E N E Y

From the turn of the 19th century to the end of the

20th, Armenia’s forest cover diminished

significantly, plummeting from 18% to 8%[i]. An

upturn the late 20th century was quashed after the

collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. Post-soviet

deforestation has been attributed to increased

logging by families desperate for a source of fuel

and heat, but also to private companies and mining

projects in pursuit of economic gain. Let’s get to the

roots of the problem: 

VOLUNTEER EDUCATION

The Status Quo

Erosion/Landslides/Floods
Trees regulate the rate at which rainfall reaches the

earth, but when tree loss occurs, rainfall quickly

accumulates on Earth’s surface, gradually eroding

soil and thus damaging the fertility of the region.

When this process continues for months and years,

mountainous regions become unstable and

vulnerable to landslides. Given Armenia’s

mountainous terrain, landslides pose a significant

threat to infrastructure and human life[i]. As rain

falls to the surface, the risk of flooding also

becomes greater, as the excess surface runoff

accumulates into rivers and streams without

impediment. A recent study in Malawi also suggests

that such runoff accumulation also damages the

quality of water supply[ii]. The young trees that ATP

is planting in these deforested regions will enrich

the soil and prevent landslides by regulating the

rate that rain is absorbed into the forest floor. They

will also quell flooding by absorbing rainwater and

slowing the rate at which water is drawn into

streams and rivers[iii].

Climate Change
Trees also serve as a key ally against climate

change, and are one of the means through which

that the Armenian government is striving to fulfill

its Paris Agreement requirements. Inversely to

how humans breathe, trees take in carbon

dioxide and release oxygen, a positive externality

that is erased when trees are cut down. Moreover,

initial tree loss can incur further desertification of

the environment because of its effect on the

precipitation cycle. 

While trees absorb water to grow, upwards of 90

percent of the tree’s water is evaporated back

into the atmosphere through the process of

transpiration (shown in cartoon on the right)[i].

This water vapor later collects to form clouds,

thus driving the precipitation cycle. However,

when trees are artificially removed from the

environment, the evaporated water never has a

chance to collect, thereby stunting precipitation

and inciting desertification. This effect of

desertification is of particular concern to ATP, as

Armenia’s climate has trended in this direction. In

2014, the National Climate Vulnerability

Assessment in Armenia reported that around 80

percent of Armenia’s land was undergoing the

desertification process[i]. As the environment

erodes during desertification, the ultimate effect

is drought, a stage that around 40 percent of

Armenia’s land had already reached in 2014

(shown below)[ii].

How do we combat the viscous cycle of deforestation

and desertification? By doing exactly the opposite of

what has led to these problems – we plant trees! By

introducing healthy trees into degrading ecosystems

today, we will rejuvenate the precipitation cycle. The

resultant rainfall helps to cool temperatures and make

soil more fertile, thus rectifying the healthy ecosystems

on which all life in Armenia depends. 



SUSTAIN
EMPOWER
TEACH

https://www.instagram.com/armeniatree/
https://www.youtube.com/user/ArmeniaTreeProject
https://twitter.com/ArmeniaTree
https://www.facebook.com/armeniatree/
https://www.armeniatree.org/en/donation

